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En Pointe soloists represent some of our most talented and dedicated students in our school. Not all students are given the opportunity to

take part in solo works and are often personally selected by our Studio Manager and Director. 

We always give competitions the weight that they deserve. We respect the effort that goes into them whilst still keeping in perspective the

importance of them in the overall development of each student’s journey.  Ballet is not a competitive sport, it is an art and therefore local

dance eisteddfods play no part in the future prospects of a dancing career, they are simply a fun learning and performing

experience. Soloists represent the En Pointe School of Ballet and therefor must adhere to our competition conduct. These include behavioural

standards, costume and grooming approvals, competition approvals and scheduling. 

 

En Pointe School of Ballet has the right to retract any solo given to those who are not prepared mentally or physically. It is imperative that

soloists have a minimum of 1 private lesson per fortnight to rehearse their routine with our Studio Manager. Students have a responsibility

of rehearsing their solos in their own time (fixing correction, working on musicality, technique etc). These details must be applied by the

student before he/she returns to their next private lesson. This is an important step in the rehearsal process and their performance

experience.  

 

The En Pointe School of Ballet holds a strong reputation at competitions., not only because we have a very good track record with placing

but because of our professional conduct. Often we see students and parents from other schools impressed by the way our students show

discipline and professionalism in the way we conduct ourselves. 

Winning and losing is part of life but also a major part of our industry. We need to be gracious in our wins and in our losses. Over dramatic

behaviour will not be tolerated! This is where parents need to step in, If you can see that your child is upset, please take them home. We

understand that feeling sad and crying is only natural, however we need to make this as private for them as possible. Please put into

perspective that it’s only a dance competition and not the end of the world. 

At reputable competitions there are people in attendance who can have a strong influence on further opportunities for your child. Often staff

from the VCA and Australian Ballet School are in attendance and it is important that we make a good impression on these people, excessive

tears, gloating, bragging, and loud undisciplined behaviour are absolutely not tolerated. 
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ARRIVAL:  

Students are to be dressed in their En Pointe Tracksuit with class uniform underneath, hair and makeup must be done at least an hour

before their scheduled performance time. We like to create a team environment when representing En Pointe so you must wear the En

Pointe tracksuit. Students must stretch and rehearse in tracksuit before their performance.   

Each soloist will have a CD with their music and should also have a backup copy. The backup copy is essential incase there is technical

mishap. CD's needs to be clearly labelled with stating the students full name, and dance genre, competitor number and section number

(found in the competitions program) This will be handed in as soon as you arrive, don’t leave this until the last minute. 

   

WARM UP:  

After student is settled in the dressing room we ask that you prompt your child to go through a solid warm up and rehearsal. This should

take about 45 minutes and should have very little parent involvement.  

If the student has an iPod it is a good idea to put their solo music on it so they can then find a space to run through their solo on their own.

At competitions students don't get a chance to go on the stage for a rehearsal, therefor practice is by finding a space in a corridor or

hallway. These are very valuable devices for dancer, you do not need to rush out and buy one however if you have got one competitions are

a great time to use them. 

 

GETTING DRESSED: 

After the warm up and rehearsal are complete parents will need to get their child dressed. Classical Solo student's do not wear body

stockings under a tutu the only thing that should go underneath are your tights. Always put plenty of bobby pins in head pieces, ribbons

must be tied with double knots tucked in and sprayed with hairspray. It is seen as very unprofessional if your ribbon comes

undone/untucked so be sure every effort is made so this won’t happen. Hair and make-up will already be done, makeup should be the

same as what we expect for our end of year production. Bun should be high at the crown of the head unless your teacher has advised you

of something else.  
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COMPETITION ENTRIES 

Below is a list of the dance competitions that the En Pointe School of Ballet recommend and take part in each year. Parents are welcome to

enter their child into any of these competitions and entry is solely your responsibility. Entries open as early as January and have strict

closing dates so please keep an eye on these websites to avoid disappointment.. The majority of competitions can be found at

WWW.STARDOM.COM.AU or WWW.COMPS-ONLINE.COM.AU. Please read each competitions RULES carefully as some are different to others. 

Once you have received performance dates please inform our Studio Manager. 

Energy Dance and Spotlight Competitions are great for beginner’s. Dandenong and Southern are professionally run mid-range competitions,

Ballarat, Ararat & Ballet Teachers workshops are the among the most prestigious.  

En Pointe reserves the right to advise you if we believe your solo is not ready or polished enough to go on stage. However we will always

do our best to make sure you are fully prepared. These decisions are made in your best interest.  

 

Energy Dance Competition www.energydancecompetitions.com.au 

Spotlight Dance Competition www.spotlightdancecompetitions.com.au 

Arrarat Eisteddfod www.ararat.vic.gov.au 

Southern Dance Festival inc. www.southernfestivalofdance.org 

Royal South Street (Ballarat)  www.royalsouthstreet.com.au 

Dandenong Eisteddfod www.caseycomps.com.au  

Phoenix Festival of Dance www.phoenixfestival.org.au 

 

• Please note: ‘Ballet Teachers Workshop’ is an invitation only competition and entries for this can only be arranged by the teachers..  This

is treated separately to other competitions due to the audition process.  

 

GOOD LUCK SOLOISTS!!!! 
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MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR 

 

The support your child needs to take part in these events happens in the studio with good solid training, good choreography, and a strong

healthy mental approach to both training and performance. I have weekly Stretch & Strengthen classes built into our schedule so that the

students learn how to warm-up and prepare their body, Staff and I have regular discussions with them on the mental approach required

for both class and performance, we have discussed sportsman like conduct, and spend many hours rehearsing and preparing their solos.

Then finally on top of all of this I and my staff assert our judgement as to whether both the solo and the student are ready to take it to the

stage. 

 I would not send a child to a competition if I felt that they could not handle the situation. I also feel that it in some cases it is a good

opportunity for the students to develop some independence, and learn how to take some responsibility for themselves too. 

It is not imperative that I or the staff are at every competition; please see our attendance as a kind gesture of added support rather than an

expectation. I am always open and available to speaking on the phone, and do my best to attend on the day whenever it is possible. I ask

that you please do not read into which comps I attend as an action of favouritism. I care about all of the students and care for them equally

both as individuals and as representatives of The En Pointe School of Ballet. I am extremely proud of our students and I hope that they are

learning, enjoying themselves in all of their experiences at competitions.   

We try to priorities the time to attend the competitions of students for whom it is their 1st time competing, and then try to work the rest of

the dates into each of our schedules as best we can. Please keep in mind that some competitions are quite far away requiring extensive

travel time.  

Thank you for your trust, your support, and understanding. Best of luck in the upcoming competitions. 

Kind regards, Miss Renee.  
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